I. CALL TO ORDER

II. ADOPTION OF AGENDA

III. APPROVAL OF MINUTES
   A. December 12, 2017

IV. ARTICULATION/CURRICULUM
   A. Senate Report—K. Pullen
   B. Distance Education Report—M. Conroy

V. NEW DISCUSSION/ACTION
   A. SJCC Course Revision Proposals
      1. COMS 098: Directed Study in Communication Studies—0.50-9 Units
         Proposed changes/revisions: Description, content, SLOs, methods of evaluation, homework, and textbooks revised. COMS-010, COMS-018, COMS-035, and COMS-045 added as prerequisites.
      2. ENGL 010: Great Works of Literature—3 Units
         Proposed changes/revisions: DE supplement added. Content, SLOs, methods of evaluation, and textbooks revised.
      3. ESL 091: College Reading and Writing 2—6 Units
         Proposed changes/revisions: Grading method changed to Pass/No Pass only. Description revised.
      4. GUIDE 087: College Study Techniques—3 Units
         Proposed changes/revisions: Description, content, SLOs, methods of evaluation, homework, and textbooks revised.
      5. JAPAN 098: Directed Study-Japanese—0.50-9 Units
         Proposed changes/revisions: Description, SLOs, methods of evaluation, homework, and textbooks revised. JAPAN 001A added as a prerequisite.
      6. PSYCH 022: Research Methods in Psychology—3 Units
         Proposed changes/revisions: DE supplement added. SLOs, methods of evaluation, and textbooks revised.
7. **PSYCH 031: Biological Psychology—3 Units**  
Proposed changes/revisions: DE supplement added. Read/Write Level 3 changed to Read/Write Level 4. Methods of evaluation and textbooks revised.

8. **PSYCH 035: Psychology of Women—3 Units**  
Proposed changes/revisions: DE supplement added. Description, content, SLOs, methods of evaluation, homework, and textbooks revised.

B. **SJCC New Course Proposals (requires Board approval)**

1. **ADS 090: Peer Advocacy and Wellness—3 Units**  
Students will master the federally-funded peer-delivered training called Whole Health Action Management (WHAM) developed by the SAMHSA-HRSA Center for Integrated Health Solutions operated by the National Council for Behavioral Health. According to the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration, a peer provider/supporter/specialist is a person who uses his or her "lived experience" of recovery from mental illness and/or addiction, plus skills learned in formal training, to deliver services in recovery and behavioral health settings to promote mind-body recovery and resiliency.

C. **SJCC Program Revision Proposals**

1. **ADS Peer Mentor Certificate-Certificate of Achievement: Level 1—8-11-14-16 Units**  
Proposed changes/revisions: Program description and PLOs revised. ADS 090 Peer Advocacy and Wellness and ADS 078 Integrated Behavioral Health added. Units increased.

VI. **ADJOURNMENT**

VII. **ORDER OF DISCUSSION**

- 1:30 Item IV
- 2:00 ADS 090  
  ADS Peer Mentor Certificate-Certificate of Achievement: Level 1
- 2:10 JAPAN 098
- 2:20 ESL 091
- 2:30 KIN 010
- 2:40 ENGL 010
- 2:50 GUIDE 087
- 3:00 PSYCH 035
- 3:10 PSYCH 022  
  PSYCH 031
- 3:20 COMS 098